Space, the final frontier...These are the adventures of the USS Sharikahr in her continuing mission to bring peace where conflicts may arise, to explore new worlds untouched by the eyes of men, and to brave the darkness of the last vast, unknown.
During the last mission the crew of the USS Sharikahr seems to have found the area where the Cardassian insurgents hide their base. The amount of radiation provided by the stars that densely populate the globular cluster will make difficult for anyone to find it.
On planet Morrican instead, the Away team has finished searching the wreck of SS Oceanic and the only thing of value they have found inside the hull is a Cardassian PADD. Now they are boldly exploring what seems a perfect copy of the temple of Danu they visited on Partholon, in a race with the dust storm that will hit in less than three hours.
Other clues seem to indicate that the Cardassian were somewhat involved. But how? And what consequences this fact may have for the USS Sharikahr and her crew?
Star Trek, A Call To Duty,
is proud to present
the USS Sharikahr
in
“The Black Ship, Act 2, “The Gate”, Scene 7”. Stardate 10711.29
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Anne B. as Commander Rodos, XO
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=/\= /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = Begin Mission = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = /\ =/\=
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
::sitting in her chair on the Bridge, perusing data concerning the globular cluster::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: On the planet, debating what they can do next within the short span of time they have.::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Have you considered the significance of finding a Cardassian PADD on that vessel?
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::At OPS, keeping an eye on the local weather conditions and monitoring COM channels::
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::at the tactical console, her eyes dutily watching the scrolling readouts in front of her::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: Looks back to tactical ::  TO: Any update on identifying that energy reading?  And have you contacted the away team?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: Other than that, it suggest the Cardassians were either guilty of the down vessel or they were here before us?  Yes.  What I would like to do, is take a look at the broken PADD the doctor gave me, but given this may be our only window of opportunity to study and gather info on this artifact, I will give this priority.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::smiles:: CSO: Well you did always have your priorities in order.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::without looking up:: CO: There has been no new information in regards to the energy reading as yet. And as I have just relieved the lieutenant, I have not yet been able to contact the away team, sir.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*CSO*: Away team, this is Sharikahr, be advised, the storm is now 2 hours from your position, and winds are gusting to 200 kph, recommend you conclude your business and get off the surface in no less than an hour and a half.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: She turned to look at him, her expression serious.::  FCO: One wonders.  :: With that, she moves up and around the altar for a final look.::  I am not certain there is much more we can gather here.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@*OPS*: Acknowledged.

ACTION: A LARGE SHIP MOVING AT WARP TOWARD THE CARDASSIAN SHUTTLE IS DETECTED BY THE PROBE'S SENSORS.
@ACTION: BEHIND THE ALTAR THE AT FINDS AN EMPTY RECEPTACLE WHOSE DIMENSIONS FIT THE ONES OF THE COLUMN THAT IS ABOARD THE SHARI.

TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CO: Interesting... sensors are detecting a vescel on course towards the Cardassian shuttle. They are travelling at warp.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *XO*: Commander, is there anything more can you tell me about your venture to the temple of the Partholians?  :: Kneeling down, she looks at the empty receptacle.::
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::fingers gracefully sliding over the console, she tries to make an ID via the probe::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: Notices Tactical busy with the Cardassian incident ::  OPS: Commander.  Inform the away team of the energy reading, and determine if they can locally confirm and identify.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Lightly she runs a hand along it.  Then she scans it.::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Reconfirms transporter locks on the AT and locates the nearest Federation beacon to check for any LCARS updates and confirms the ship's chronometers are synchronized::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Find something?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
*CSO*: I was honestly paying to close attention to the details of the ritual, not the location. I did describe what I remembered in my report. Should I send it down to you?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: I am not certain... maybe a lock for a key?
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
CO: Aye Sir. *CSO*: Away Team, we are picking up some energy readings near your position... can you detect them on your end?
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::comes around to look::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *XO*: Was there an altar and did you by chance go anywhere near it?
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::pulls out his PADD and begins to scan for the energy signature::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: Can you locate the energy reading?
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::still doesn't look up from her display:: CO/XO: Identity of the approaching vessel confirmed. It registers as a Cardassian cruiser. Galor class.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Scanning...
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
::raises an eyebrow in response to the TO while she listens to the CSO::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: Steeples his fingers, knowing that the rogue Cardassian group was known to have several Galor class vessels ::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
*CSO*: There was an altar but we did not get close to it.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
CO/XO: They will intercept the shuttle in 14 minutes and 55 seconds.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Also notes the mention of the new Tactical data::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Very low intensity signature, and diffuse. It appears it is emitting from the columns on the sub molecular level...
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
TO: Can we make any trace on the Galor's previous location?
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Like a vibration of sorts.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: Curious.  Are we causing it?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
CO: They will notice the probe once they get close enough. Once they see it is Federation we may have some unwelcome guests.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Not that I can tell.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
XO: We sent a stealth probe, Commander, they would have to be looking for it.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *OPS/XO*: The energy readings appear to be from the columns surrounding us.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Focuses the ship's sensors on the temple columns::
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::already working to track as best he can the ship's warp trail, and put together possible paths of origin:: CO: There is some margin for error, however scans indicate the cruiser is on course away from the globular cluster.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
OPS: If I were a rebel cell avoiding discovery I'd be looking all the time.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
XO: Hence, why the CTO and I made it a stealth probe. ::winks::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: In order for there to be a resonance, there needs to be something setting it off.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: nods to the TO ::  TO: Interesting.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Unless the mineral absorbs energy from a natural source, solar, wind, the like.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Looks outward, unseeing::  FCO: The winds... I had not thought of that.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Just a opinion, no evidence to support it
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@*OPS*: Can you pick up anything further?
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::tightens the sensor focus just slightly, instructing the probe to keep the warship in the corner of its vision but focus its attention primarily on the shuttle::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
CO/XO: It seems the columns are resonating at the atomic level from some energy that excited them, but I can't tell from here what energy that might be.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: she looks up at him, then stands.::  FCO: Not unlike a call... but to whom.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: I would like to know what that receptacle does you found.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*CSO*: The columns are resonating at the atomic level from some kind of energy, but the overall strength is very weak. All told it might light the bridge.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *XO*: Commander, may I try an experiment?  I have here an empty area the size of the artifact we have on the ship.  I would like to try placing it inside to see what would happen.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::looks over at Sin::
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
CO: Captain... additional scans of the shuttle reveal 3 life signs. One faint, likely injured.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *OPS*: Light the bridge? :: looks at Kíí for clarification.::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
*CSO*: I think it's an excellent idea. I'll relay it to the CO.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::tries to gain specifics on the life signs in question, species in particular::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*CSO*: The total power output would supply the bridge lighting, that's about it.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *OPS*:  Ahhh... understood.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: With the captain’s permission, perhaps we will find out more.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::nods::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
CO: Captain, the CSO has found a receptacle that matches the artifact we have onboard. With your permission she would like to have the artifact sent so she can put it in place and see what happens.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: Turns to the XO ::  XO: That would be acceptable.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@:: contemplatively::  FCO: Just enough to light the bridge... :: she looks around the pillars once again.::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
CO: I'll get a shuttle going immediately and have the artifact moved to it.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::realizes he has had this EVA suit on for a while now::

@ACTION: THE DOC FINISHES HER WORK ON THE PADD AND UPLOAD TO THE SHIP'S LCARS THE DATA CONTAINED IN ITS ISOLINEAR CHIPS.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO I wonder if the doctor is having any luck with that PADD she has found.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Receives the data and stores it, then starts looking it over to see what was on the PADD::
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::keeps her eyes on the readout, tracking the shuttle's progression and watching the two indicators that are the ships in question drawing closer together::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
OPS: Time until the storms hit the away team?
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::looks over at Sin and starts to say something, but doesn't::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
CO: About 1.5 hours before they need to lift off, Captain.

ACTION: THE PROBE'S SENSORS REPORT THAT BOTH THE CARDASSIAN SHUTTLE AND THE LARGER SHIP NOW DROPPED OUT OF WARP.

OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Notices the data is encrypted and starts using her OPS computer and Tactical experience to start cracking the codes::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: ponders ::  XO: Commander?  The Partholians have a distrust of beaming of organic material... but I can't recall from my briefings if it extended to non-organic material as well.  Do you feel we can risk it?
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
CO/XO: Both ships have dropped out of warp. ::tries to determine exact distances between the two::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Should I go check on her?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Shakes her head::  FCO: The doctor seems a very capable person, if a bit unorthodox at times.  She will let us know if there is anything.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
CO: This is an important situation if we beam and they catch us and don't like it then we may end up dinner.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Very well...
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: raises an eyebrow ::  XO: End up dinner?
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
XO: I got some data from the Away Team, it was on a Cardassian PADD, but it's encrypted. I might be able to get access in another 15 minutes or so. ::keeps working on the data files::
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
CO: They ate the last people to upset them.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
OPS: Good, hopefully it will yield something that will clear this up.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
XO: Ah.  I thought you were referencing an obscure Terran euphemism.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
CO/XO: The Cardassian ships continue to close, sirs. Currently one million kilometers, moving now on impulse.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
XO: We can hope...

ACTION: THE CARDASSIAN SHUTTLE RAISES ITS SHIELDS AND TURNS AROUND.

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
XO: Then I see no reason to not continue with the shuttle.  We will have sufficient time to place and study it before the storms arrive.  Hopefully.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Walks around the altar, waiting for the artifact, only to stop and look at Kíí::  FCO: I am still not sure I believe you are here.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::raises the other eyebrow:: CO/XO: The shuttle has raised its shields... ::a momentary pause:: They are reversing course.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Well I don't think the Federation approved the use of clones.

ACTION: THE CRUISER CLOSES WITH THE SHUTTLE AND OPENS FIRE WITH HER FORWARD DISRUPTOR. THE SHOT SIMPLY OVERPOWERS THE SHUTTLE'S SHIELDS.

XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
CO: All right sir ::gets on the horn to Engineering, Science, and Flight to get the shuttle ready and loaded with a pilot.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Lifts a brow::  FCO: Perhaps...
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: I didn't know you were stationed on the Shari when I requested the assignment.

ACTION: THE DEPARTMENTS ACKNOLEDGE XO CALL AND START PREPPING UP THE SHUTTLE.

TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
CO/XO: The cruiser is... ::is cut off as new readings come across her display, then finally looks up from her display:: The cruiser has opened fire, captain. The shuttle's shields are failing.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: tilts her head curiously::  FCO: Is that a problem?
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: Frowns ::  TO: Curious.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
*CSO*: You will have the artifact in twenty five minutes.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Not for me, I thought it was nice to see you again. I sense you do not feel the same.

ACTION: THE PROBE SENSORS SHOW AN ENERGY SPIKE INSIDE THE SHUTTLE AND IMMEDIATELY AN IDENTICAL ENERGY SPIKE OUT IN OPEN SPACE.

OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
All: Maybe they forgot to make the payments on time... ::chuckles::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: How I feel?
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Yes, about my being here.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ CSO: I do not know how I feel about your being here.  I am still processing the fact you are.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::hears the ETA on the columns arrival::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Keeps working on decrypting the data as well as keeping a weather eye on the sensors::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *XO*: Acknowledged.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::both eyebrows go up this time:: CO/XO: Reading the activation of a transporter, captain. If the information being relayed from the probe is accurate, they have just beamed something into space. ::runs a scan of the shuttle to figure out who or what is missing::

ACTION: THE PROBE REPORTS NO LIFE SIGNS INSIDE THE SHUTTLE, THAT, IN THE MEANWHILE, IS BEING TRACTORED INSIDE THE GALOR CLASS CRUISER.

FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: I am sorry for not writing more. I never have been good and keeping long-distance contact with anyone.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
Self: Curious...
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
CO: The shuttle now contains no life signs. The cruiser has it in a tractor beam. It is being pulled inside.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: Not even a simple reply to say you had received my messages and you were doing well?  Not that I did not already know that from your kin.
Host Enrico says:
<EO_Valtar>: *XO*: Column loaded and shuttle ready to take off ma'am.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
CO/XO: I have something here. Seems the symbols on the columns are star constellations. Should I send this data to the Away Team?
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Well you went back to your life and career, and have done well from what I see with the promotion.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
OPS: Inform the away team.  Have Science begin analysis to identify the stars.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
CO: Already running it against the star charts Sir, and I'm also running the time index backwards to account for stellar drift.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ ::shrugs:: FCO: Promotion says little.  I was also in the role of second officer twice.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Very nice, do you still serve in that role?
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
*EO*: Get it to them.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*CSO*: We have a development; I have some data for you. The column symbols are star constellations, I'm attempting to match them on the charts now. Standby for more as I get it.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: No... :: pauses to listen to OPS::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Star constellations?
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
CO: Orders, sir? ::tightens her lock on the shuttle, then trails the sensors to the warship as the craft gets closer to not being readable::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *OPS*: Interesting.  I would be very interested to know what system.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: So it would appear. :: walks away.::  I have a son.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::blinks:: CSO: I see.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*CSO*: Charts confirm they are constellations as seen from Morrican. Sending the configurations to you now. ::sends the data to the Away Team tricorders::

ACTION: THE CRUISER ENTERS WARP SPEED MOVING TOWARD THE CLUSTER.

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
TO: Our course of action is to gather what data we can.  Since we are not close enough to investigate personally, we must use the probe.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::looks at his tricorder::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *OPS*: Thank you... :: Looks down at her PADD and for any specific pattern.::
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::just nods:: CO: The probe is currently reporting the cruiser is going to warp, captain.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
TO: Follow it.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
XO: Shuttle has launched, ETA to AT position 6 minutes.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
CO: Current course... ::pauses and rechecks, then sends the probe on a trailing course:: back towards the globular cluster.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: His name is Shá.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Nice name.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
TO: Excellent.  Perhaps we shall find more surprises in that cluster.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
*CSO*: The shuttle will be there in about six minutes
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::moves the probe just a little bit more in line with the warship, as close to the most likely blind spot as possible::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@*XO*: Acknowledged.

ACTION: THE PROBE FOLLOWS THE WARSHIP, FOR THE MOMENT IT SEEMS THAT HER MOVEMENTS ARE UNNOTICED.

OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Continues working on the data files::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Well...that’s what I get for not keeping in touch more::grins::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: Each of the symbols on the columns appares to represent a different constellation you can see in the sky.  :: She looks carefully at each one.::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Nods as she heads out and for the incoming shuttle.::  FCO: He is seven.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: I wonder if the constellations have to be in a certain alignment to have significance.
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Funny I don't remember you having a child when I last saw you.

@ACTION: THE AT CAN SPOT THE SHUTTLE LANDING CLOSE TO THE ARTIFACT AREA.

FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::walks to the shuttle::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Plots the patterns of the constellations and then plots the location of the temple columns to see if they form some kind of pattern or star map::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: Trust me, it is not funny.  :: Stops near the shuttle and waits for the doors to open.::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::ponders on whether he was trying to be funny or not::
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::taps a couple controls on the console, adjusting the display slightly so the Sharikahr's sensor readings appear above the readings from the probe, and keeps her eyes solidly on both::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: As a team comes out, she directs them with the grav PADD to take the artifact towards the temple.::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
:: Knows that the non-Vulcan officers are less than satisfied waiting and collecting information, but knows it is important ::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
CO: Captain, the next file says the Oceanic spent some time in the globular cluster mapping it and taking readings, and the Cardassians captured them there.

@ACTION: THE SHUTTLE DOORS OPEN AND A CREW OF THREE UNLOADS THE COLUMN STILL ON AN ANTIGRAV SLED.

FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: Are you sure you want to hook that thing up?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: walking along side.::  FCO: Yes...
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
OPS: That would be consistent with our current theories.
XO_Cmdr_Rodos says:
::waits for the next communication from the away team::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ FCO: I do not know where further to take this.  Nor do we have the time.  I would prefer not to let an opportunity to satisfy my curiosity to get by.
TO_Ens_T`Lorn says:
::stays silent, cold, calculative eyes not moving from the display, not even to cast a gaze at this or that passing crewman needing to occupy a station::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
CO: This was after the Oceanic visited the Partholian system Sir. I'll let you know anything else I uncover.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: As they enter the temple, she directs them over to the altar.::

@ACTION: THE CREW OF THE SHUTTLE AND THE AWAY TEAM MANAGE TO PULL THE COLUMN UP TO THE ALTAR.

FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@CSO: I just hope your curiosity doesn't get us into trouble.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: a twinkle of humor touches her eyes::  FCO: In deed...  shall we find out?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: directs the men to place the artifact so she can easily place it in, and then motions them away.::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::the scientist in him kicks in:: CSO: By all means.
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Has the computer continue to decrypt the data files as she watches the sensors of the planet and Away Team area::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *XO*: Commander, I am about to insert the artifact.

@ACTION: WITH A FINAL EFFORT THE COLUMN IS SET ON THE PEDESTAL WHERE THE RECEPTACLE WAITS.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: nods to Kíí to lend her a hand.::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::goes to help her:: May the spirits watch over us...

@ACTION: THE COLUMN IS PLACED IN THE EMPTY RECEPTACLE AND SEEMS TO FIT PERFECTLY.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Slowly she steps back.::
FCO_Lt_Nightcloud says:
@::steps back, scanning for any changes::
OPS_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
XO: I have a file here that perfectly depicts the temple in 3D and all the details, could prove useful.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Notes something is not quite right and moves back to align the column correctly.  She gives a light grunt as it is not exactly light.::

@ACTION: ONCE THE COLUMN IS TURNED A FEW DEGREES ON THE LEFT AND PROPERLY ORIENTED TO THE STAR IT REPRESENTS. THE SYMBOL ON THE COLUMN SUDDENLY STARTS GETTING BRIGHTER.
=/\= /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = End Mission = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = 
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